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Introduction
Let N n (w) be the number of real roots of the algebraic equation (1.1) [2]
Real roots of a random algebraic equation 87 are independent random variables identically distributed with expectation zero, the variance and the third absolute moment finite and nonzero. He has shown that N n (w) > e n logn outside an exceptional set whose measure tends to zero as n tends to infinity, where e n -> 0 but e n log n -» oo . Mishra et al. [4] consider the equation (log/i) 1 "'} for 0 < e < 1 and positive constants n and / / . Mishra et al. [5] consider the polynomial equation (1.2) under the conditions (1.3) and prove that there exists a positive integer « 0 such that for n > n 0 and positive constants C and C',
(1.6) iV n (/?,u;)>c|log«/logMloglog«J| outside a set of measure at most (1.7) C'jlogf-^loglog/ioj/log/iol ; 0 < e < l .
The result (1.4) and (1.5) is of the form
while the result contained in (1.6) and (1.7) is of the form:
Pr J mf N n {R, w)/ log n < c/ (log n log (-*• loglog n\\ I -* 0.
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D. Pratihari, R. K. Panda and B. P. Pattanaik [3] The latter result is called the 'strong result' and may be referred to as the strong-version or 0-version of the former. Mishra et al. [6] solve the same problem, obtaining for n > n 0 ,
outside an exceptional set of measure at most (1.9) n/{e n log n + (k n /tJ (0<fi<2-e,0<e<2), provided that lim n _ >oo (^n/^) is finite. Earlier Samal and Pratihari [10] C being a positive constant and a > 1. Samal and Pratihari [8] have proved the 0-version of their theorems in [10] with refinement of their exceptional set and they have extended this result to the general case in [9] when the £ v (w) 's are independent, identically distributed random variables with mean zero and the variance and the third absolute moment finite and nonzero. They have obtained the lower bound (1.8) outside an exceptional set of measure at most ,«/(£" log« 0 ) for n > n Q , « 0 being sufficiently large and // a positive constant. It is apparent that Mishra, Nayak and Pattanayak are not aware of [8, 9, 10] .
In this paper our object is to prove the following theorem. This theorem gives the strong result of Mishra et al. [5] as a particular case. Choosing e n -c/{log«log(^ log log n)} 1^2 in our theorem, their lower bound (1.6) is obtained. Moreover, for this choice of e n our exceptional set becomes smaller than theirs (1.7). Of course, for such choice of e n , e tends to zero instead of oo, but {ae n logn) 2 tends to infinity. It will be seen in the sequel that k appearing in (2.8) is a positive integer tending to infinity.
Throughout this paper [x] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x , V(t]) the variance of the random variable r\. We assume that all inequalities are satisfied for n sufficiently large. Positive constants are denoted by fi 's.
Proof of the theorem
Since the £ u {w) 's belong to the domain of attraction of the normal law, their characteristic function is given by (cf. Ibragimov The first inequality of (2.7) gives (ik + 7){log(8fc + 7) + logMJ < logn and ultimately
The second inequality of (2.7) gives
Thus, from (2.7) we have
We consider f(x m , w) = U m (w) + R m {w) at the points where U 2m (w) and U 2m+i (w) are independent. Let V m be given by the relation
where 6 is a small positive number to be chosen later. Ibragimov and Maslova [2] show that normalising constants such as V m exist under conditions of our theorem for 6 sufficiently small. These lemmas are proved in the same way as in Mishra et al. [4] . 
Therefore, using (2.16), (2.17) and (2.13) we get 2.3. We define events E m as the sets of w for which U 2m (w) > V 2m and U 2m+i (w) < -V im+l anc * t n e e v e n t s F m a s t n e sets of w for which U 2m (w)<-V 2m and Here we need the strong law of large numbers in following form, which is a consequence of the Hajek-Renyi inequality (see [1] ): use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700037009
